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AGENDA

• Q&A dialogue with NSF Program Directors: *Burning I/UCRC questions* submitted to the conference LIFE website or note-cards.
• Ann Becker's final announcements
• Babu DasGupta's parting words
• 12 Noon - Adjourn
• Please do on-line evaluation *(Survey Monkey)*, leave nametag
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1. Status of SBIR I/UCRC Supplement Program?
2. How many new ENG & CISE I/UCRCs likely in 2012?
3. Are recipients of IUCRC funding eligible for access to NSF-supported facilities or UNOLS ship time?
4. Worried about NSF requiring IAB members to allot $5K to "voted-on project"
5. Expand on idea of I/UCRC Expo / Showcase event?
6. Changing due dates for annual reports for renewals...
7. Long-term I/UCRC research as states cut higher ed.?
8. How to make tiered membership work at an IUCRC?
9. What can an IUCRC Director do to encourage members to support collaborative projects?
10. How to deal with import / export restrictions like ITAR?
BURNING I/UCRC QUESTIONS

...from any session, about any aspect of the I/UCRC Program, for which the answer can help make your Center productive & creative...
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